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EQUALITY NATURALLY GIVES MEN A TASTE FOR FREE INSTITUTIONS 

Of all the political effects produced by the equality of conditions, this love of independence is the first to 

strike the observing and to alarm the timid; nor can it be said that their alarm is wholly misplaced, for anarchy has a 

more formidable aspect in democratic countries than elsewhere. As the citizens have no direct influence on each 

other, as soon as the supreme power of the nation fails, which kept them all in their several stations, it would seem 

that disorder must instantly reach its utmost pitch and that, every man drawing aside in a different direction, the 

fabric of society must at once crumble away. I am convinced, however, that anarchy is not the principal evil that 

democratic ages have to fear, but the least. For the principle of equality begets two tendencies: the one leads men 

straight to independence and may suddenly drive them into anarchy; the other conducts them by a longer, more 

secret, but more certain road to servitude. Nations readily discern the former tendency and are prepared to resist it; 

they are led away by the latter, without perceiving its drift; hence it is peculiarly important to point it out. 

Personally, far from finding fault with equality because it inspires a spirit of independence, I praise it primarily for 

that very reason. I admire it because it lodges in the very depths of each man's mind and heart that indefinable 

feeling, the instinctive inclination for political independence, and thus prepares the remedy for the ill which it 

engenders. It is precisely for this reason that I cling to it. 

 

THAT THE OPINIONS OF DEMOCRATIC NATIONS ABOUT GOVERNMENT ARE NATURALLY 

FAVORABLE TO THE CONCENTRATION OF POWER AMERICA 

The very next notion to that of a single and central power which presents itself to the minds of men in the 

ages of equality is the notion of uniformity of legislation. As every man sees that he differs but little from those 

about him, he cannot understand why a rule that is applicable to one man should not be equally applicable to all 

others. Hence the slightest privileges are repugnant to his reason; the faintest dissimilarities in the political 

institutions of the same people offend him, and uniformity of legislation appears to him to be the first condition of 

good government. I find, on the contrary, that this notion of a uniform rule equally binding on all the members of the 

community was almost unknown to the human mind in aristocratic ages; either it was never broached, or it was 

rejected.  

These contrary tendencies of opinion ultimately turn on both sides to such blind instincts and ungovernable 

habits that they still direct the actions of men, in spite of particular exceptions. Notwithstanding the immense variety 

of conditions in the Middle Ages, a certain number of persons existed at that period in precisely similar 

circumstances; but this did not prevent the laws then in force from assigning to each of them distinct duties and 

different rights. On the contrary, at the present time all the powers of government are exerted to impose the same 

customs and the same laws on populations which have as yet but few points of resemblance.  

As the conditions of men become equal among a people, individuals seem of less and society of greater 

importance; or rather every citizen, being assimilated to all the rest, is lost in the crowd, and nothing stands 

conspicuous but the great and imposing image of the people at large. This naturally gives the men of democratic 

periods a lofty opinion of the privileges of society and a very humble notion of the rights of individuals; they are 

ready to admit that the interests of the former are everything and those of the latter nothing. They are willing to 

acknowledge that the power which represents the community has far more information and wisdom than any of the 

members of that community; and that it is the duty, as well as the right, of that power to guide as well as govern 

each private citizen.  

If we closely scrutinize our contemporaries and penetrate to the root of their political opinions, we shall 

detect some of the notions that I have just pointed out, and we shall perhaps be surprised to find so much accordance 

between men who are so often at variance.  

The Americans hold that in every state the supreme power ought to emanate from the people; but when 

once that power is constituted, they can conceive, as it were, no limits to it, and they are ready to admit that it has 

the right to do whatever it pleases. They have not the slightest notion of peculiar privileges granted to cities, 

families, or persons; their minds appear never to have foreseen that it might be possible not to apply with strict 

uniformity the same laws to every part of the state and to all its inhabitants.  
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These same opinions are more and more diffused in Europe; they even insinuate themselves among those 

nations that most vehemently reject the principle of the sovereignty of the people. Such nations assign a different 

origin to the supreme power, but they ascribe to that power the same characteristics. Among them all the idea of 

intermediate powers is weakened and obliterated; the idea of rights inherent in certain individuals is rapidly 

disappearing from the minds of men; the idea of the omnipotence and sole authority of society at large rises to fill its 

place. These ideas take root and spread in proportion as social conditions become more equal and men more alike. 

They are produced by equality, and in turn they hasten the progress of equality.  

In France, where the revolution of which I am speaking has gone further than in any other European 

country, these opinions have got complete hold of the public mind. If we listen attentively to the language of the 

various parties in France, we find that there is not one which has not adopted them. Most of these parties censure the 

conduct of the government, but they all hold that the government ought perpetually to act and interfere in everything 

that is done. Even those which are most at variance are nevertheless agreed on this head. The unity, the ubiquity, the 

omnipotence of the supreme power, and the uniformity of its rules constitute the principal characteristics of all the 

political systems that have been put forward in our age. They recur even in the wildest visions of political 

regeneration; the human mind pursues them in its dreams. If these notions spontaneously arise in the minds of 

private individuals, they suggest themselves still more forcibly to the minds of princes. While the ancient fabric of 

European society is altered and dissolved, sovereigns acquire new conceptions of their opportunities and their 

duties; they earn for the first time that the central power which they represent may and ought to administer, by its 

own agency and on a uniform plan, all the concerns of the whole community. This opinion, which, I will venture to 

say, was never conceived before our time by the monarchs of Europe, now sinks deeply into the minds of kings and 

abides there amid all the agitation of more unsettled thoughts.  

Our contemporaries are therefore much less divided than is commonly supposed; they are constantly 

disputing as to the hands in which supremacy is to be vested, but they readily agree upon, the duties and the rights of 

that supremacy. The notion they all form of government is that of a sole, simple, providential, and creative power.  

All secondary opinions in politics are unsettled; this one remains fixed, invariable, and consistent. It is 

adopted by statesmen and political philosophers; it is eagerly laid hold of by the multitude; those who govern and 

those who are governed agree to pursue it with equal ardor; it is the earliest notion of their minds, it seems innate. It 

originates, therefore, in no caprice of the human intellect, but it is a necessary condition of the present state of 

mankind. 

 

THAT THE SENTIMENTS OF DEMOCRATIC NATIONS ACCORD WITH THEIR OPINIONS IN LEADING 

THEM TO CONCENTRATE POLITICAL POWER AMERICA 

I have also had occasion to show how the increasing love of well-being and the fluctuating character of 

property cause democratic nations to dread all violent disturbances. The love of public tranquility is frequently the 

only passion which these nations retain, and it becomes more active and powerful among them in proportion as all 

other passions droop and die. This naturally disposes the members of the community constantly to give or to 

surrender additional rights to the central power, which alone seems to be interested in defending them by the same 

means that it uses to defend itself.  

As in periods of equality no man is compelled to lend his assistance to his fellow men, and none has any 

right to expect much support from them, everyone is at once independent and powerless. These two conditions, 

which must never be either separately considered or confounded together, inspire the citizen of a democratic country 

with very contrary propensities. His independence fills him with self-reliance and pride among his equals; his 

debility makes him feel from time to time the want of some outward assistance, which he cannot expect from any of 

them, because they are all impotent and unsympathizing. In this predicament he naturally turns his eyes to that 

imposing power which alone rises above the level of universal depression. Of that power his wants and especially 

his desires continually remind him, until he ultimately views it as the sole and necessary support of his own 

weakness.  

It frequently happens that the members of the community promote the influence of the central power 

without intending to. Democratic eras are periods of experiment, innovation, and adventure. There is always a 

multitude of men engaged in difficult or novel undertakings, which they follow by themselves without shackling 

themselves to their fellows. Such persons will admit, as a general principle, that the public authority ought not to 

interfere in private concerns; but, by an exception to that rule, each of them craves its assistance in the particular 
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concern on which he is engaged and seeks to draw upon the influence of the government for his own benefit, 

although he would restrict it on all other occasions. If a large number of men applies this particular exception to a 

great variety of different purposes, the sphere of the central power extends itself imperceptibly in all directions, 

although everyone wishes it to be circumscribed.  

Thus a democratic government increases its power simply by the fact of its permanence. Time is on its side, 

every incident befriends it, the passions of individuals unconsciously promote it; and it may be asserted that the 

older a democratic community is, the more centralized will its government become.  

This may more completely explain what frequently takes place in democratic countries, where the very 

men who are so impatient of superiors patiently submit to a master, exhibiting at once their pride and their servility.  

The hatred that men bear to privilege increases in proportion as privileges become fewer and less 

considerable, so that democratic passions would seem to burn most fiercely just when they have least fuel. I have 

already given the reason for this phenomenon. When all conditions are unequal, no inequality is so great as to offend 

the eye, whereas the slightest dissimilarity is odious in the midst of general uniformity; the more complete this 

uniformity is, the more insupportable the sight of such a difference becomes. Hence it is natural that the love of 

equality should constantly increase together with equality itself, and that it should grow by what it feeds on.  

This never dying, ever kindling hatred which sets a democratic people against the smallest privileges is 

peculiarly favorable to the gradual concentration of all political rights in the hands of the representative of the state 

alone. The sovereign, being necessarily and incontestably above all the citizens, does not excite their envy, and each 

of them thinks that he strips his equals of the prerogative that he concedes to the crown. The man of a democratic 

age is extremely reluctant to obey his neighbor, who is his equal; he refuses to acknowledge superior ability in such 

a person; he mistrusts his justice and is jealous of his power; he fears and he despises him; and he loves continually 

to remind him of the common dependence in which both of them stand to the same master.  

Every central power, which follows its natural tendencies, courts and encourages the principle of equality; 

for equality singularly facilitates, extends, and secures the influence of a central power. In like manner it may be 

said that every central government worships uniformity; uniformity relieves it from inquiry into an infinity of 

details, which must be attended to if rules have to be adapted to different men, instead of indiscriminately subjecting 

all men to the same rule. Thus the government likes what the citizens like and naturally hates what they hate. These 

common sentiments, which in democratic nations constantly unite the sovereign and every member of the 

community in one and the same conviction, establish a secret and lasting sympathy between them. The faults of the 

government are pardoned for the sake of its inclinations; public confidence is only reluctantly withdrawn in the 

midst even of its excesses and its errors, and it is restored at the first call. Democratic nations often hate those in 

whose hands the central power is vested, but they always love that power itself.  

Thus by two separate paths I have reached the same conclusion. I have shown that the principle of equality 

suggests to men the notion of a sole, uniform, and strong government; I have now shown that the principle of 

equality imparts to them a taste for it. To governments of this kind the nations of our age are therefore tending. They 

are drawn thither by the natural inclination of mind and heart; and in order to reach that result, it is enough that they 

do not check themselves in their course.  

I am of the opinion that, in the democratic ages which are opening upon us, individual independence and 

local liberties will ever be the products of art; that centralization will be the natural government.  

 

OF CERTAIN PECULIAR AND ACCIDENTAL CAUSES WHICH EITHER LEAD A PEOPLE TO COMPLETE 

THE CENTRALIZATION OF GOVERNMENT OR DIVERT THEM FROM IT 

Among men who have lived free long before they became equal, the tendencies derived from free 

institutions combat, to a certain extent, the propensities super induced by the principle of equality; and although the 

central power may increase its privileges among such a people, the private members of such a community will never 

entirely forfeit their independence. But when equality of conditions grows up among a people who have never 

known or have long ceased to know what freedom is (and such is the case on the continent of Europe), as the former 

habits of the nation are suddenly combined, by some sort of natural attraction, with the new habits and principles 

engendered by the state of society, all powers seem spontaneously to rush to the center. These powers accumulate 

there with astonishing rapidity, and the state instantly attains the utmost limits of its strength, while private persons 

allow themselves to sink as suddenly to the lowest degree of weakness.  
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The English who emigrated three hundred years ago to found a democratic commonwealth on the shores of 

the New World had all learned to take a part in public affairs in their mother country; they were conversant with trial 

by jury; they were accustomed to liberty of speech and of the press, to personal freedom, to the notion of rights and 

the practice of asserting them. They carried with them to America these free institutions and manly customs, and 

these institutions preserved them against the encroachments of the state. Thus among the Americans it is freedom 

that is old; equality is of comparatively modern date. The reverse is occurring in Europe, where equality, introduced 

by absolute power and under the rule of kings, was already infused into the habits of nations long before freedom 

had entered into their thoughts.  

I have said that, among democratic nations the notion of government naturally presents itself to the mind 

under the form of a sole and central power, and that the notion of intermediate powers is not familiar to them. This is 

peculiarly applicable to the democratic nations which have witnessed the triumph of the principle of equality by 

means of a violent revolution. As the classes that managed local affairs have been suddenly swept away by the 

storm, and as the confused mass that remains has as yet neither the organization nor the habits which fit it to assume 

the administration of these affairs, the state alone seems capable of taking upon itself all the details of government, 

and centralization becomes, as it were, the unavoidable state of the country.  

Napoleon deserves neither praise nor censure for having centered in his own hands almost all the 

administrative power of France; for after the abrupt disappearance of the nobility and the higher rank of the middle 

classes, these powers devolved on him of course: it would have been almost as difficult for him to reject as to 

assume them. But a similar necessity has never been felt by the Americans, who, having passed through no 

revolution, and having governed themselves from the first, never had to call upon the state to act for a time as their 

guardian. Thus the progress of centralization among a democratic people depends not only on the progress of 

equality, but on the manner in which this equality has been established.  

At the commencement of a great democratic revolution, when hostilities have but just broken out between 

the different classes of society, the people endeavor to centralize the public administration in the hands of the 

government, in order to wrest the management of local affairs from the aristocracy. Towards the close of such a 

revolution, on the contrary, it is usually the conquered aristocracy that endeavors to make over the management of 

all affairs to the state, because such an aristocracy dreads the tyranny of a people that has become its equal and not 

infrequently its master.  

Thus it is not always the same class of the community that strives to increase the prerogative of the 

government; but as long as the democratic revolution lasts, there is always one class in the nation, powerful in 

numbers or in wealth, which is induced, by peculiar passions or interests, to centralize the public administration, 

independently of that hatred of being governed by one's neighbor which is a general and permanent feeling among 

democratic nations. It may be remarked that at the present day the lower orders in England are striving with all their 

might to destroy local independence and to transfer the administration from all the points of the circumference to the 

center; whereas the higher classes are endeavoring to retain this administration within its ancient boundaries. I 

venture to predict that a time will come when the very reverse will happen.  

These observations explain why the supreme power is always stronger, and private individuals weaker, 

among a democratic people that has passed through a long and arduous struggle to reach a state of equality than 

among a democratic community in which the citizens have been equal from the first. The example of the Americans 

completely demonstrates the fact. The inhabitants of the United States were never divided by any privileges; they 

have never known the mutual relation of master and inferior; and as they neither dread nor hate each other, they 

have never known the necessity of calling in the supreme power to manage their affairs. The lot of the Americans is 

singular: they have derived from the aristocracy of England the notion of private rights and the taste for local 

freedom; and they have been able to retain both because they have had no aristocracy to combat.  

If education enables men at all times to defend their independence, this is most especially true in 

democratic times. When all men are alike, it is easy to found a sole and all-powerful government by the aid of mere 

instinct. But men require much intelligence, knowledge, and art to organize and to maintain secondary powers under 

similar circumstances and to create, amid the independence and individual weakness of the citizens, such free 

associations as may be able to struggle against tyranny without destroying public order.  

Hence the concentration of power and the subjection of individuals will increase among democratic 

nations, not only in the same proportion as their equality, but in the same proportion as their ignorance. It is true that 

in ages of imperfect civilization the government is frequently as wanting in the knowledge required to impose a 
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despotism upon the people as the people are wanting in the knowledge required to shake it off; but the effect is not 

the same on both sides. However rude a democratic people may be, the central power that rules them is never 

completely devoid of cultivation, because it readily draws to its own uses what little cultivation is to be found in the 

country, and, if necessary, may seek assistance elsewhere. Hence among a nation which is ignorant as well as 

democratic an amazing difference cannot fail speedily to arise between the intellectual capacity of the ruler and that 

of each of his subjects. This completes the easy concentration of all power in his hands: the administrative function 

of the state is perpetually extended because the state alone is competent to administer the affairs of the country.  

…Hence it is chiefly in war that nations desire, and frequently need, to increase the powers of the central 

government. All men of military genius are fond of centralization, which increases their strength; and all men of 

centralizing genius are fond of war, which compels nations to combine all their powers in the hands of the 

government. Thus the democratic tendency that leads men unceasingly to multiply the privileges of the state and to 

circumscribe the rights of private persons is much more rapid and constant among those democratic nations that are 

exposed by their position to great and frequent wars than among all others.  

I have shown how the dread of disturbance and the love of well-being insensibly lead democratic nations to 

increase the functions of central government as the only power which appears to be intrinsically sufficiently strong, 

enlightened, and secure to protect them from anarchy. I would now add that all the particular circumstances which 

tend to make the state of a democratic community agitated and precarious enhance this general propensity and lead 

private persons more and more to sacrifice their rights to their tranquility.  

A people is therefore never so disposed to increase the functions of central government as at the close of a 

long and bloody revolution, which, after having wrested property from the hands of its former possessors, has 

shaken all belief and filled the nation with fierce hatreds, conflicting interests, and contending factions. The love of 

public tranquillity becomes at such times an indiscriminate passion, and the members of the community are apt to 

conceive a most inordinate devotion to order.  

I have already examined several of the incidents that may concur to promote the centralization of power, 

but the principal cause still remains to be noticed. The foremost of the incidental causes which may draw the 

management of all affairs into the hands of the ruler in democratic countries is the origin of that ruler himself and his 

own propensities. Men who live in the ages of equality are naturally fond of central power and are willing to extend 

its privileges; but if it happens that this same power faithfully represents their own interests and exactly copies their 

own inclinations, the confidence they place in it knows no bounds, and they think that whatever they bestow upon it 

is bestowed upon themselves. 

*** 

 

WHAT SORT OF DESPOTISM DEMOCRATIC NATIONS HAVE TO FEAR 

A more accurate examination of the subject, and five years of further meditation, have not diminished my 

fears, but have changed their object.  

No sovereign ever lived in former ages so absolute or so powerful as to undertake to administer by his own 

agency, and without the assistance of intermediate powers, all the parts of a great empire; none ever attempted to 

subject all his subjects indiscriminately to strict uniformity of regulation and personally to tutor and direct every 

member of the community. The notion of such an undertaking never occurred to the human mind; and if any man 

had conceived it, the want of information, the imperfection of the administrative system, and, above all, the natural 

obstacles caused by the inequality of conditions would speedily have checked the execution of so vast a design.  

When the Roman emperors were at the height of their power, the different nations of the empire still 

preserved usages and customs of great diversity; although they were subject to the same monarch, most of the 

provinces were separately administered; they abounded in powerful and active municipalities; and although the 

whole government of the empire was centered in the hands of the Emperor alone and he always remained, in case of 

need, the supreme arbiter in all matters, yet the details of social life and private occupations lay for the most part 

beyond his control. The emperors possessed, it is true, an immense and unchecked power, which allowed them to 

gratify all their whimsical tastes and to employ for that purpose the whole strength of the state. They frequently 

abused that power arbitrarily to deprive their subjects of property or of life; their tyranny was extremely onerous to 

the few, but it did not reach the many; it was confined to some few main objects and neglected the rest; it was 

violent, but its range was limited.  
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It would seem that if despotism were to be established among the democratic nations of our days, it might 

assume a different character; it would be more extensive and more mild; it would degrade men without tormenting 

them. I do not question that, in an age of instruction and equality like our own, sovereigns might more easily 

succeed in collecting all political power into their own hands and might interfere more habitually and decidedly with 

the circle of private interests than any sovereign of antiquity could ever do. But this same principle of equality which 

facilitates despotism tempers its rigor. We have seen how the customs of society become more humane and gentle in 

proportion as men become more equal and alike. When no member of the community has much power or much 

wealth, tyranny is, as it were, without opportunities and a field of action. As all fortunes are scanty, the passions of 

men are naturally circumscribed, their imagination limited, their pleasures simple. This universal moderation 

moderates the sovereign himself and checks within certain limits the inordinate stretch of his desires.  

Independently of these reasons, drawn from the nature of the state of society itself, I might add many others 

arising from causes beyond my subject; but I shall keep within the limits I have laid down.  

Democratic governments may become violent and even cruel at certain periods of extreme effervescence or 

of great danger, but these crises will be rare and brief. When I consider the petty passions of our contemporaries, the 

mildness of their manners, the extent of their education, the purity of their religion, the gentleness of their morality, 

their regular and industrious habits, and the restraint which they almost all observe in their vices no less than in their 

virtues, I have no fear that they will meet with tyrants in their rulers, but rather with guardians.  

I think, then, that the species of oppression by which democratic nations are menaced is unlike anything 

that ever before existed in the world; our contemporaries will find no prototype of it in their memories. I seek in vain 

for an expression that will accurately convey the whole of the idea I have formed of it; the old words despotism and 

tyranny are inappropriate: the thing itself is new, and since I cannot name, I must attempt to define it.  

I seek to trace the novel features under which despotism may appear in the world. The first thing that 

strikes the observation is an innumerable multitude of men, all equal and alike, incessantly endeavoring to procure 

the petty and paltry pleasures with which they glut their lives. Each of them, living apart, is as a stranger to the fate 

of all the rest; his children and his private friends constitute to him the whole of mankind. As for the rest of his 

fellow citizens, he is close to them, but he does not see them; he touches them, but he does not feel them; he exists 

only in himself and for himself alone; and if his kindred still remain to him, he may be said at any rate to have lost 

his country.  

Above this race of men stands an immense and tutelary power, which takes upon itself alone to secure their 

gratifications and to watch over their fate. That power is absolute, minute, regular, provident, and mild. It would be 

like the authority of a parent if, like that authority, its object was to prepare men for manhood; but it seeks, on the 

contrary, to keep them in perpetual childhood: it is well content that the people should rejoice, provided they think 

of nothing but rejoicing. For their happiness such a government willingly labors, but it chooses to be the sole agent 

and the only arbiter of that happiness; it provides for their security, foresees and supplies their necessities, facilitates 

their pleasures, manages their principal concerns, directs their industry, regulates the descent of property, and 

subdivides their inheritances: what remains, but to spare them all the care of thinking and all the trouble of living?  

Thus it every day renders the exercise of the free agency of man less useful and less frequent; it 

circumscribes the will within a narrower range and gradually robs a man of all the uses of himself. The principle of 

equality has prepared men for these things; it has predisposed men to endure them and often to look on them as 

benefits.  

After having thus successively taken each member of the community in its powerful grasp and fashioned 

him at will, the supreme power then extends its arm over the whole community. It covers the surface of society with 

a network of small complicated rules, minute and uniform, through which the most original minds and the most 

energetic characters cannot penetrate, to rise above the crowd. The will of man is not shattered, but softened, bent, 

and guided; men are seldom forced by it to act, but they are constantly restrained from acting. Such a power does not 

destroy, but it prevents existence; it does not tyrannize, but it compresses, enervates, extinguishes, and stupefies a 

people, till each nation is reduced to nothing better than a flock of timid and industrious animals, of which the 

government is the shepherd.  

I have always thought that servitude of the regular, quiet, and gentle kind which I have just described might 

be combined more easily than is commonly believed with some of the outward forms of freedom, and that it might 

even establish itself under the wing of the sovereignty of the people.  
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Our contemporaries are constantly excited by two conflicting passions: they want to be led, and they wish 

to remain free. As they cannot destroy either the one or the other of these contrary propensities, they strive to satisfy 

them both at once. They devise a sole, tutelary, and all-powerful form of government, but elected by the people. 

They combine the principle of centralization and that of popular sovereignty; this gives them a respite: they console 

themselves for being in tutelage by the reflection that they have chosen their own guardians. Every man allows 

himself to be put in leading-strings, because he sees that it is not a person or a class of persons, but the people at 

large who hold the end of his chain.  

By this system the people shake off their state of dependence just long enough to select their master and 

then relapse into it again. A great many persons at the present day are quite contented with this sort of compromise 

between administrative despotism and the sovereignty of the people; and they think they have done enough for the 

protection of individual freedom when they have surrendered it to the power of the nation at large. This does not 

satisfy me: the nature of him I am to obey signifies less to me than the fact of extorted obedience. I do not deny, 

however, that a constitution of this kind appears to me to be infinitely preferable to one which, after having 

concentrated all the powers of government, should vest them in the hands of an irresponsible person or body of 

persons. Of all the forms that democratic despotism could assume, the latter would assuredly be the worst.  

When the sovereign is elective, or narrowly watched by a legislature which is really elective and 

independent, the oppression that he exercises over individuals is sometimes greater, but it is always less degrading; 

because every man, when he is oppressed and disarmed, may still imagine that, while he yields obedience, it is to 

himself he yields it, and that it is to one of his own inclinations that all the rest give way. In like manner, I can 

understand that when the sovereign represents the nation and is dependent upon the people, the rights and the power 

of which every citizen is deprived serve not only the head of the state, but the state itself; and that private persons 

derive some return from the sacrifice of their independence which they have made to the public. To create a 

representation of the people in every centralized country is, therefore, to diminish the evil that extreme centralization 

may produce, but not to get rid of it.  

I admit that, by this means, room is left for the intervention of individuals in the more important affairs; but 

it is not the less suppressed in the smaller and more privates ones. It must not be forgotten that it is especially 

dangerous to enslave men in the minor details of life. For my own part, I should be inclined to think freedom less 

necessary in great things than in little ones, if it were possible to be secure of the one without possessing the other.  

Subjection in minor affairs breaks out every day and is felt by the whole community indiscriminately. It 

does not drive men to resistance, but it crosses them at every turn, till they are led to surrender the exercise of their 

own will. Thus their spirit is gradually broken and their character enervated; whereas that obedience which is 

exacted on a few important but rare occasions only exhibits servitude at certain intervals and throws the burden of it 

upon a small number of men. It is in vain to summon a people who have been rendered so dependent on the central 

power to choose from time to time the representatives of that power; this rare and brief exercise of their free choice, 

however important it may be, will not prevent them from gradually losing the faculties of thinking, feeling, and 

acting for themselves, and thus gradually falling below the level of humanity.  

I add that they will soon become incapable of exercising the great and only privilege which remains to 

them. The democratic nations that have introduced freedom into their political constitution at the very time when 

they were augmenting the despotism of their administrative constitution have been led into strange paradoxes. To 

manage those minor affairs in which good sense is all that is wanted, the people are held to be unequal to the task; 

but when the government of the country is at stake, the people are invested with immense powers; they are 

alternately made the play things of their ruler, and his masters, more than kings and less than men. After having 

exhausted all the different modes of election without finding one to suit their purpose, they are still amazed and still 

bent on seeking further; as if the evil they notice did not originate in the constitution of the country far more than in 

that of the electoral body.  

It is indeed difficult to conceive how men who have entirely given up the habit of self-government should 

succeed in making a proper choice of those by whom they are to be governed; and no one will ever believe that a 

liberal, wise, and energetic government can spring from the suffrages of a subservient people. 

A constitution republican in its head and ultra-monarchical in all its other parts has always appeared to me 

to be a short-lived monster. The vices of rulers and the ineptitude of the people would speedily bring about its ruin; 

and the nation, weary of its representatives and of itself, would create freer institutions or soon return to stretch itself 

at the feet of a single master.  
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*** 

POWER EXERCISED BY THE MAJORITY IN AMERICA UPON OPINION 

 

IT is in the examination of the exercise of thought in the United States that we clearly perceive how far the 

power of the majority surpasses all the powers with which we are acquainted in Europe. Thought is an invisible and 

subtle power that mocks all the efforts of tyranny. At the present time the most absolute monarchs in Europe cannot 

prevent certain opinions hostile to their authority from circulating in secret through their dominions and even in their 

courts. It is not so in America; as long as the majority is still undecided, discussion is carried on; but as soon as its 

decision is irrevocably pronounced, everyone is silent, and the friends as well as the opponents of the measure unite 

in assenting to its propriety. The reason for this is perfectly clear: no monarch is so absolute as to combine all the 

powers of society in his own hands and to conquer all opposition, as a majority is able to do, which has the right 

both of making and of executing the laws.  

 

The authority of a king is physical and controls the actions of men without subduing their will. But the 

majority possesses a power that is physical and moral at the same time, which acts upon the will as much as upon 

the actions and represses not only all contest, but all controversy.  

 

I know of no country in which there is so little independence of mind and real freedom of discussion as in 

America. In any constitutional state in Europe every sort of religious and political theory may be freely preached and 

disseminated; for there is no country in Europe so subdued by any single authority as not to protect the man who 

raises his voice in the cause of truth from the consequences of his hardihood. If he is unfortunate enough to live 

under an absolute government, the people are often on his side; if he inhabits a free country, he can, if necessary, 

find a shelter behind the throne. The aristocratic part of society supports him in some countries, and the democracy 

in others. But in a nation where democratic institutions exist, organized like those of the United States, there is but 

one authority, one element of strength and success, with nothing beyond it.  

 

In America the majority raises formidable barriers around the liberty of opinion; within these barriers an 

author may write what he pleases, but woe to him if he goes beyond them. Not that he is in danger of an auto-da-fe, 

but he is exposed to continued obloquy and persecution. His political career is closed forever, since he has offended 

the only authority that is able to open it. Every sort of compensation, even that of celebrity is refused to him. Before 

making public his opinions he thought he had sympathizers; now it seems to him that he has none any more since he 

has revealed himself to everyone; then those who blame him criticize loudly and those who think as he does keep 

quiet and move away without courage. He yields at length, overcome by the daily effort which he has to make, and 

subsides into silence, as if he felt remorse for having spoken the truth.  

 

Fetters and headsmen were the coarse instruments that tyranny formerly employed; but the civilization of 

our age has perfected despotism itself, though it seemed to have nothing to learn. Monarchs had, so to speak, 

materialized oppression; the democratic republics of the present day have rendered it as entirely an affair of the 

mind as the will which it is intended to coerce. Under the absolute sway of one man the body was attacked in order 

to subdue the soul; but the soul escaped the blows which were directed against it and rose proudly superior. Such is 

not the course adopted by tyranny in democratic republics; there the body is left free, and the soul is enslaved. The 

master no longer says: "You shall think as I do or you shall die"; but he says: "You are free to think differently from 

me and to retain your life, your property, and all that you possess; but you are henceforth a stranger among your 

people. You may retain your civil rights, but they will be useless to you, for you will never be chosen by your fellow 

citizens if you solicit their votes; and they will affect to scorn you if you ask for their esteem. You will remain 

among men, but you will be deprived of the rights of mankind. Your fellow creatures will shun you like an impure 

being; and even those who believe in your innocence will abandon you, lest they should be shunned in their turn. Go 

in peace! I have given you your life, but it is an existence worse than death."  

 

Absolute monarchies had dishonored despotism; let us beware lest democratic republics should reinstate it 

and render it less odious and degrading in the eyes of the many by making it still more onerous to the few.  

 

Works have been published in the proudest nations of the Old World expressly intended to censure the 

vices and the follies of the times: LaBruyere inhabited the palace of Louis XIV when he composed his chapter upon 

the Great, and Molière criticized the courtiers in the plays that were acted before the court. But the ruling power in 
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the United States is not to be made game of. The smallest reproach irritates its sensibility, and the slightest joke that 

has any foundation in truth renders it indignant, from the forms of its language up to the solid virtues of its character, 

everything must be made the subject of encomium. No writer, whatever be his eminence, can escape paying this 

tribute of adulation to his fellow citizens. The majority lives in the perpetual utterance of self-applause, and there are 

certain truths which the Americans can learn only from strangers or from experience.  

 

If America has not as yet had any great writers, the reason is given in these facts; there can be no literary 

genius without freedom of opinion, and freedom of opinion does not exist in America. The Inquisition has never 

been able to prevent a vast number of anti-religious books from circulating in Spain. The empire of the majority 

succeeds much better in the United States, since it actually removes any wish to publish them. Unbelievers are to be 

met with in America, but there is no public organ of infidelity. Attempts have been made by some governments to 

protect morality by prohibiting licentious books. In the United States no one is punished for this sort of books, but 

no one is induced to write them; not because all the citizens are immaculate in conduct, but because the majority of 

the community is decent and orderly.  

 

In this case the use of the power is unquestionably good; and I am discussing the nature of the power itself. 

This irresistible authority is a constant fact, and its judicious exercise is only an accident.  

 

EFFECTS OF THE TYRANNY OF THE MAJORITY UPON THE NATIONAL CHARACTER OF THE 

AMERICANS--THE COURTIER SPIRIT IN THE UNITED STATES. 

 

THE tendencies that I have just mentioned are as yet but slightly perceptible in political society, but they 

already exercise an unfavorable influence upon the national character of the Americans. I attribute the small number 

of distinguished men in political life to the ever increasing despotism of the majority in the United States. 

  

When the American Revolution broke out, they arose in great numbers; for public opinion then served, not 

to tyrannize over, but to direct the exertions of individuals. Those celebrated men, sharing the agitation of mind 

common at that period, had a grandeur peculiar to themselves, which was reflected back upon the nation, but was by 

no means borrowed from it.  

 

In absolute governments the great nobles who are nearest to the throne flatter the passions of the sovereign 

and voluntarily truckle to his caprices. But the mass of the nation does not degrade itself by servitude; it often 

submits from weakness, from habit, or from ignorance, and sometimes from loyalty. Some nations have been known 

to sacrifice their own desires to those of the sovereign with pleasure and pride, thus exhibiting a sort of 

independence of mind in the very act of submission. These nations are miserable, but they are not degraded. There is 

a great difference between doing what one does not approve, and feigning to approve what one does; the one is the 

weakness of a feeble person, the other befits the temper of a lackey.  

 

In free countries, where everyone is more or less called upon to give his opinion on affairs of state, in 

democratic republics, where public life is incessantly mingled with domestic affairs, where the sovereign authority is 

accessible on every side, and where its attention can always be attracted by vociferation, more persons are to be met 

with who speculate upon its weaknesses and live upon ministering to its passions than in absolute monarchies. Not 

because men are naturally worse in these states than elsewhere, but the temptation is stronger and at the same time 

of easier access. The result is a more extensive debasement of character.  

 

Democratic republics extend the practice of currying favor with the many and introduce it into all classes at 

once; this is the most serious reproach that can be addressed to them. This is especially true in democratic states 

organized like the American republics, where the power of the majority is so absolute and irresistible that one must 

give up one's rights as a citizen and almost abjure one's qualities as a man if one intends to stray from the track 

which it prescribes.  

 

In that immense crowd which throngs the avenues to power in the United States, I found very few men who 

displayed that manly candor and masculine independence of opinion which frequently distinguished the Americans 

in former times, and which constitutes the leading feature in distinguished characters wherever they may be found. It 

seems at first sight as if all the minds of the Americans were formed upon one model, so accurately do they follow 

the same route. A stranger does, indeed, sometimes meet with Americans who dissent from the rigor of these 
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formulas, with men who deplore the defects of the laws, the mutability and the ignorance of democracy, who even 

go so far as to observe the evil tendencies that impair the national character, and to point out such remedies as it 

might be possible to apply; but no one is there to hear them except yourself, and you, to whom these secret 

reflections are confided, are a stranger and a bird of passage. They are very ready to communicate truths which are 

useless to you, but they hold a different language in public.  

 

If these lines are ever read in America, I am well assured of two things: in the first place, that all who 

peruse them will raise their voices to condemn me; and, in the second place, that many of them will acquit me at the 

bottom of their conscience…  

 

 

Alexis de Tocqueville. Democracy in America.  Vol 1, Part 4.  Chaps 1-6. 

 


